
Run no:- 1585, 27 June 2012 

Hare:- Bob “Bullit” B 

Location:- Wat Toei 

Scribe:- Lik’mm 

Total Hasher 15 –  11 Harriers and 4 Harriettes (including 1 Visitor from Spain) 

[Apologies for not remembering and mentioning the handles of all present. My nomination as scribe 

came long into the On-On-On – by that time it was too late for me to retain anything.] 

Well,  I must say for a new member – or was it as a last time visitor? – this evening’s hash was an 

absolutely stupendous event, compared to the author’s previous attempt at Thai hashing. (There the 

crowd was large, unwelcoming and uninterested, the hash fee over-the-top for being BYOB, and the 

customary H3 hospitality missing. Definitely a place for the traveling hasher to avoid.) 

From the start the BH3 hospitality was obvious. My first inquiry for a group taxi was answered within 

minutes by Nibbles, offering to coordinate the necessary arrangements for me to get to the run site. 

This was confirmed 24 hours later, resulting in a downtown meeting with Maverick and my guest at 

MRT Petchaburi Station exit 3 (airport link) for a reasonably priced metered taxi journey to the near 

side of the Rama 4 bridge, allowing us a gentle wander down to the ferry pier where our ferry across 

the Chao Praya was just arriving. Onto the ferry we went, quickly crossing the river, docking on the 

far side and escorted by Maverick to the run meeting point in the car park where Nibbles was chilling 

the drinks and preparing to accept Hash Cash. I considered many options carefully and since I already 

have a couple of Bangkok Harriette runs under my belt, I decided to pony up the membership fee and 

become a fully enfranchised Harriette. Oh the thrill! The financial benefits of the package were 

quickly clear and I applied it immediately. Hurrah! 

Now it appears this H3 group is suffering a bit of an identity crisis, not sure whether it is the Bangkok 

Harriettes or the Bangkok Wednesday H3. From the participants in attendance at the commencement 

of the run it appeared that the Harriettes were strongly underrepresented. Two harriettes vs. nine 

harriers – sort of uneven odds. Or a rather kinky kind of party. 

Finally after a bit of dallying around, the hare Bullet led us the runners first to the wrong pier and then 

to the correct one, preparing us to board for a journey downriver. Finally all hashers were loaded onto 

this evening’s flotilla and we headed off, 10 minutes or so, down the river to a small dock. The 

docking base was quite adequately constructed, however one end of the connecting ramp for the 

mainland had sunk into river muck. It took a bit of courage, but all but one hasher managed to breach 

the water-filled gap to the mainland to start the run. All this was witnessed by a garden of small, 

concrete zebras, some so wonky that they had fallen into the river mud. A couple of quick snapshots 

and the pack was off, heading into the village. A bit o’ road around Wat Zebra, then onto some 

concrete paths, and into another wat for a check, slowly spreading out the pack. The first check was 

found to be a circle jerk, simply because the hare could not find more than one way out of this 

particular wat. 

Out thru the entrance, down the highway, and onto the concrete paths leading thru the villages. A 

measure of the level of flooding last year was pointed out several times by various members of the 

pack. A Moroccan-German team soon materialized as the leaders of the pack, assured to backtrack a 

couple of streets when they were getting too far ahead.  Through another wat, down thru a 

construction site along a klong and back to weaving in and out of the concrete walkways. Lovely! 

Finally we emerged on a longish tarmac stretch allowing those in the know to short-cut back to the 

start (angering the monks while cutting thru a wat in inappropriate clothing.) The rest of us stoopid 

victims proceeded into the fields, having a lovely stroll thru the green, across various wobbly 

constructions bridging streams, skirting a wall avoiding a drop into the close vegetation by digging our 

fingernails into the concrete and finally on the tarmaced trail towards home. 

Finally we reached the “ON-IN”, after which the trail was(apparently) sparsely marked back to the 

starting point, allowing our FRB pair to veer off into random directions finally coming back to true 

trail and home soon after the second place FRB’s arrived. Ice cold drinks annd snacks were consumed 



freely while waiting for the lagging Tickler who turned up in the dark 30 minutes and 2km further 

after everybody else. I was able to avoid the one harriette who was relentlessly pursuing members of 

the pack in an attempt to get them to purchase bottles of illicit wine she had secreted in the boot of her 

vehicle. 

A magnificent circle was held by Normal, giving returnee, visitor and new boot Down-Downs (the 

latter with the boarded cup) with much aplomb. Copious amounts of beer was distributed, lots of 

silliness and screaming occurring in the name of the hash. Likk’mm was given a boarded cup DD due 

to his new subscription and it was duly noted that he did not spill a drop. Greedy bastard. He was also 

nominated for Hash Shit because he was he had just become a member and still didn’t know about the 

Harriette fee structure, Angel of Death was nominated because she is Spanish and had been convinced 

to host a Thai wine sales convention from her flat in Madrid, and the Monday GM was nominated 

because of some other obscure but highly amusing reason at the time. After a closely contested vocal 

ballot dominated by Likk’mm, Angel of Death was chosen to wear the Hash Tits and drink the 

oversized Shit DD. She proved to be a great swallower, also spilling nary a drop. 

After sufficient amber nectar was distributed, announcements for the next Wednesday run, the 

Monday run and Swiss Nash Hash 2012 (http://snh.harrier.ch/) were presented. The GM dismissed the 

circle and  many of the pack headed over to the White Orchid for a splendid repast, courtesy of Bullet. 

As a final valuation, it can be said that the weather was dry, the beer ice cold, the trail well marked and 

above average in interest (given a bit too much tarmac), the On-On-On hot and tasty, and the 

hospitality unsurpassed. All-in-all, a superb evening, one to be remembered long after I depart 

Thailand for less hospitable shores. Thank you Bangkok Wednesday H3/Bangkok Harriettes.     

    

 


